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Mitral/tufted cells of the olfactory bulb receive odor-
ant information from receptor neurons and transmit
this information to the cortex. Studies in awake
behaving animals have found that sustained re-
sponses of mitral cells to odorants are rare, suggest-
ing sparse combinatorial representation of the odor-
ants. Careful alignment of mitral cell firing with the
phase of the respiration cycle revealed brief transient
activity in the larger population of mitral cells, which
respond to odorants during a small fraction of the
respiration cycle. Responses of these cells are there-
fore temporally sparse. Here, we propose a mathe-
matical model for the olfactory bulb network that
can reproduce both combinatorially and temporally
sparse mitral cell codes. We argue that sparse codes
emerge as a result of the balance between mitral
cells’ excitatory inputs and inhibition provided by
the granule cells. Our model suggests functional
significance for the dendrodendritic synapses medi-
ating interactions between mitral and granule cells.
INTRODUCTION
The olfactory bulb is the first processing center of information
about odorants. In mammals, the olfactory system is the only
sensory system in which peripheral information is sent directly
to the cortex, bypassing the sensory thalamus. Therefore, it
has been proposed that the bulb combines the function of
peripheral sensory system and the thalamus (Kay and Sherman,
2007). Consistent with this proposal, several studies have
demonstrated that activity in the olfactory bulb reflects not only
sensory information but also the animal’s internal state (Adrian,
1950; Rinberg et al., 2006) and task-dependent variables (Douc-
ette and Restrepo, 2008; Fuentes et al., 2008; Kay and Laurent,
1999). The relative simplicity of the anatomy of the olfactory bulb
and the combination of both sensory- and state-dependent
activity in a single network make it an attractive model for the
study of principles of sensory information processing.
The surface of the olfactory bulb is covered by z 2000
glomeruli. Each glomerulus receives inputs from a set of receptor
neurons expressing the same type of olfactory receptor protein.124 Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.The inputs into individual glomerulus from receptor neurons are
therefore substantially correlated (Koulakov et al., 2007; Lledo
et al., 2005; Shepherd et al., 2004; Wachowiak et al., 2004).
This glomerulus-based modularity is preserved further by the
mitral cells (MCs), most of which receive direct excitatory inputs
from a single glomerulus only. MCs are a major output class of
the olfactory bulb. These cells transmit information about odor-
ants to the olfactory cortex (Figure 1).
The representation of odorants by MCs is often described as
combinatorial code (Firestein, 2004; Koulakov et al., 2007). For
such a code, both odorant identity and concentration can be
derived from the particular combination of active MCs. A large
number of MCs provides enough combinatorial diversity to
encode virtually any relevant stimulus. Early studies of the MC
code have found that the sustained responses of MCs to odor-
ants are sparse and state dependent (Adrian, 1950; Kay and Lau-
rent, 1999; Rinberg et al., 2006). Sparseness of combinatorial
representation implies that only a small fraction of cells displays
detectable responses to odorants. In awake and behaving
animals, the odor responses of most MCs vanish on the back-
ground of this high spontaneous activity (Adrian, 1950; Kay
and Laurent, 1999; Rinberg et al., 2006). By contrast, in anesthe-
tized animals, the responses are vigorous and dense, at least in
the case of ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (Rinberg et al., 2006).
Consequently, many MCs lose their responses to odorants
when the effects of anesthesia are removed; this suggests
that, in awake animals, these cells ignore their odorant-related
inputs from the receptor neurons (Rinberg et al., 2006). Thus,
in this paper, we ask how MCs can disregard their odorant-
related inputs despite receiving substantial inputs from receptor
neurons.
Another form of odorant representation by MCs is temporal
code (Brody and Hopfield, 2003; Hopfield, 1995). In this coding
scheme, MCs respond to odorants by forming ensembles of
cells with transiently synchronized action potentials. The identi-
ties of the synchronized cells carry information about the
stimulus. Recent observations by Cury and Uchida (2010) and
Shusterman et al. (2011) demonstrate the potential importance
of fine time scales in odor coding. A large fraction of MCs ap-
peared to respond with sharp and temporally precise firing
events. These transients are synchronized with the temporal
phase of the respiration cycle and occur in a larger fraction of
MCs than previously reported on the basis of sustained combi-
natorial code (Rinberg et al., 2006). It could be argued that the
representation of odorants by these cells is temporally sparse;
i.e., they respond with transient events that occupy a small
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Figure 1. MC-GC Network Model
MCs (triangles) receive excitatory inputs from glomeruli (large circles). Active/
inactive glomeruli are shown by the full/empty circles, respectively. The
combinatorial pattern of glomerular activation represents the olfactory stim-
ulus. The MC output is sent to the downstream parts of the brain for further
processing via the lateral olfactory tract (LOT). MCs and GCs (blue circles) are
connected by reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses, shown only for one GC.
The GCs receive the excitatory inputs from the MCs (red arrow), and MCs are
inhibited by GCs (blue arrow).
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Representations of Odorants by the Granule Cellspart of the respiration cycle. Although the relative importance of
combinatorially and temporally sparse codes is unclear, the
question that emerges from these studies is how two types of
code can coexist in the same network.
In computational studies, progress has been achieved in
understanding of how sparse codes can be generated by neural
networks. It was shown that the recurrent network of inhibitory
neurons can represent its inputs by sparse codes (Rozell et al.,
2008). Understanding of these behaviors has become possible
due to the approach based on Lyapunov function (Seung et al.,
1998). While these models (Rozell et al., 2008) may provide
neuronal mechanisms for sparse codes, they rely on the
assumption that feedforward and feedback synaptic weights
should satisfy a specific relationship. It is not clear how this
condition is implemented biologically.
While MCs form the representation of odorants, their number
is significantly smaller than the number of local inhibitory inter-
neurons, granule cells (GCs), which play an important role in
the network interactions. These cells are thought to implement
lateral inhibition between MCs through a mechanism based on
dendrodendritic reciprocal synapses (Figure 1) (Shepherd
et al., 2004). Such interactions facilitate discrimination between
similar stimuli and mediate competition between coactive
neurons (Arevian et al., 2008). In agreement with this idea, facil-
itating inhibition between MCs and GCs improves performance
in complex but not in simple discrimination tasks (Abraham
et al., 2010).
In this paper, we study the mathematical model of olfactory
bulb. Using this model, we address a series of questions about
the responses of MCs to odorants. How can sparse combinato-
rial code emerge as a result of network activity in the olfactorybulb? That is, how can MCs disregard the inputs from receptor
neurons? How can transient (i.e., temporally sparse) activity be
generated by the same network? What is the role of network
architecture of the olfactory bulb based on dendrodendritic
synapses? How can olfactory code be state dependent, and is
there a way to control the responses of MCs in a task-dependent
manner?
To answer these questions, we propose a novel role for olfac-
tory bulb GCs. We show that GCs can form representations of
olfactory stimuli in the inhibitory inputs that they return to the
MCs. MCs transmit to the olfactory cortex the errors of these
representations. An exact balance between excitation from
receptor neurons and inhibition from the GCs eliminates odorant
responses for some MCs; however, other MCs retain the ability
to respond to odors due to the incompleteness of the GCs’
representations. This function is facilitated by the network archi-
tecture based on dendrodendritic reciprocal synapses between
the MCs and the GCs. In this architecture, both feedforward and
recurrent connections for the GCs are mediated by the same
synapses, thus making biologically plausible the specific rela-
tionship between feedforward and feedback synaptic weights
necessary for the existence of sparse coding in the current math-
ematical models (Rozell et al., 2008). Our model also predicts
transient responses of silenced MCs, thus accounting for the
recent data on fine temporal structure in responses to odorants.
RESULTS
Here, we describe the behavior of two ensembles of neurons:
MCs and GCs (Figure 1). MCs receive inputs from olfactory
receptor neurons through excitatory synapses located in
glomeruli. The MC outputs are sent to olfactory cortices for
further processing. Our purpose is therefore to understand the
relationship between MCs’ glomerular inputs and their outputs
in the presence of GC inhibition. We first show several qualitative
results for the model of the olfactory bulb with only a few
neurons. Later, we analyze a more formal mathematical model.
GCs are inhibitory interneurons that are much more abundant
than MCs (Egger and Urban, 2006; Shepherd et al., 2004). GCs
andMCs form reciprocal dendrodendritic bidirectional synapses
(Shepherd et al., 2007). MC firing produces excitatory inputs into
GCs, which provide feedback inhibition to the MCs. Because
excitation and inhibition are localized to the same synapse,
and to simplify ourmodel, we assume that the synaptic strengths
in both directions are proportional (see Experimental Procedures
for further discussion of this approximation).
GCs Can Contribute to the Exact Balance between
Excitation and Inhibition in the Input of the MCs
We first address the behavior of the bulbar network with only
a single GC present (Figure 2). If the combined excitatory input
received by the GC is not sufficient to drive it above the firing
threshold, then the firing of MCs will be unaffected by the pres-
ence of the GC and will reflect the excitatory inputs received
from the receptor neurons (Figure 2A). A more interesting regime
occurs when the MCs drive the GC above the threshold for firing
(Figure 2B). In this case, theGCwill produce inhibitory inputs into
the MCs that can substantially modify their odorant responses.Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 125
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Figure 2. Balance between Excitation and Inhibition
The olfactory bulb network includes only one GC for simplicity.
(A) If activity of MCs is weak, they do not drive the GC above firing threshold.
The inputs from receptor neurons (red arrows) determine the activity of MCs
directly.
(B) If the inputs from MCs to the GC are strong enough to activate it, for
example, due to additional inputs from the cortex (green), the GC substantially
reduces the activation of theMCs through the inhibitory feedback (blue arrows)
provided by the reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses, thus implementing
a balance between excitation and inhibition for each MC. The activity of MCs
(gray) is reduced to the level sufficient to drive the GC. In the limit of a large
number of MCs, their response to odorants becomes weak.
(C) Strong responses of some MCs are possible if the pattern of inhibition is
incomplete. Only the leftmost MC responds substantially, despite receptor
inputs into the other cells. The MC responses are sparse, similar to those
observed experimentally in awake behaving animals.
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Representations of Odorants by the Granule CellsIndeed, according to our assumption, the synaptic strength
between MCs and GCs is proportional. This means that the
same subset of MCs that is excited by the receptor inputs may
be inhibited byGCs (Figure 2B). The inhibitory feedback provided
by the GC can substantially compensate for the excitatory inputs
from receptor neurons, leading to a nearly exact balance
between excitation and inhibition in the inputs of the MCs.126 Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.To understand the conditions for balance, consider the case
when inhibitory weights from the GC to MCs are very strong. In
this case, the GC will suppress any activity of the MCs that leads
to the GC exceeding its firing threshold q. The combined inputs
to the GC from MCs will therefore barely exceed the GC firing
threshold q. If many MCs drive the GC, the increase in the firing
rate of individual MCs needed to activate the GC is approxi-
mately given by q / K (see Equation 16 in Experimental Proce-
dures), where K is the number of MCs contributing to the excit-
atory input of the GC (K = 3 in Figure 2B). When more MCs are
connected to a given GC (larger K), a smaller increase in activity
of MCs is sufficient to activate the GC. For a large number of
synapses K, the odorant-related increase in activity of a partic-
ular MC is practically undetectable. Thus, despite receiving
substantial excitatory input from receptor neurons, the MCs
have a very small response (defined here as the change in the
MC firing rate with respect to spontaneous baseline activity).
The reduction in the response is due to the strong inhibition
provided by the GC. These inhibitory inputs almost completely
cancel the excitation provided by the receptor neurons (see
‘‘The State Dependence of the MC Code’’ in Experimental
Procedures for a more quantitative analysis).
Combinatorially Complete versus Incomplete
Compensation
The balance between excitation and inhibition has implications
for olfactory code carried by the MCs. For the MCs that receive
inhibitory inputs from theGC, theodorant responses are substan-
tially reduced. If all MCs receive these inhibitory inputs, onlyweak
(i.e., undetectable) activity that is necessary todriveGCabove the
firing threshold remains (Figure 2B). Because the inputs to all of
the MCs are substantially balanced by inhibition and none of
the MCs displays strong odorant responses in this case, we call
this complete combinatorial compensation. On the other hand,
as shown in Figure 2C, the responses of a subset of MCs may
accurately reproduce the inputs that they receive from the
receptor neurons. This is because these cells do not receive the
compensating inhibition from the GC, which is therefore incom-
plete. Inhibitory inputs fromGCsselectively reduce the responses
of someMCs,while leaving otherMCs responsive. The sustained
combinatorial representation carried by MCs becomes sparse.
Therefore, our model can yield sparse sustained MC responses
observed experimentally (Rinberg et al., 2006).
Sparsening of the responses of MCs reduces redundancy in
the representation of odorants (Figure 3A). The role of GCs in
this case is to remove overlaps between combinatorial receptor
inputs. The removal of overlaps makes MC activation patterns
more independent for different odorants. Redundancy reduction
may occur in a task-dependent manner. This means that the
particular overlap that is removed depends on the activation of
the centrifugal cortico-bulbar projections (Figure 3A versus Fig-
ure 3B). By activating/deactivating the particular subsets of GCs,
these projections may change the MC code to better discrimi-
nate the set of odorants relevant to specific behavior.
GCs Are Less Active in the Anesthetized State
Figure 2A illustrates the regime when GCs are never or rarely
active. TheMC code in this case is dense and reflects glomerular
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Figure 3. Redundancy Reduction in the MC Code
(A) Two strongly overlapping glomerular activations lead to dissimilar patterns of MC activity.
(B) If a different GC is brought close to firing threshold by the cortical inputs, the overlap is eliminated for a different pair of odorants.
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Representations of Odorants by the Granule Cellsinputs. Activation of GCs, as shown in Figure 2B, leads to sparse
odorant representations. Because the transition between full and
sparse codes occurs upon transition between anesthetized and
awake states, we suggest that Figures 2A and 2B illustrate these
two regimes of the bulbar network. The prediction of this model
is therefore that GCs are less active in anesthetized animals than
in awake and behaving animals.
GCs Form Representations of MC Inputs by Balancing
Excitation and Inhibition
We now consider the case of several GCs. The simplest case is
when the dendritic fields of the GCs (i.e., synaptic connection
patterns) do not overlap, as shown in Figure 4A. Two GCs in
this figure provide inhibitory feedback to two nonoverlapping
sets of MCs. This feedback can balance excitation with inhibition
for the subset of MCs, similarly to that of the single GC case (Fig-evitcaevitca
active inactive
A
B
Figure 4. GCs Form Representations of MC Glomerular Inputs
(A) Several GCs may form a more complete representation.
(B) GCs compete for better representation. The cell with a larger overlap with
the glomerular inputs (left) can remove the excitation from the inputs of the GC
with smaller overlap (right), rendering this cell inactive.ure 2). By providing inhibitory inputs to the MCs, GCs represent
the combinatorial glomerular inputs by decomposing them into
a set of simpler patterns contained in the dendrodendritic
synaptic weights. The result of such a representation is con-
tained in the pattern of inhibitory inputs returned to the MCs by
the dendrodendritic synapses. The accurate representation of
odorant-related inputs by the GCs leads to the reduction of
activity of MCs due to the balance between excitation and
inhibition.
GCs Compete for a Better Representation of the MC
Glomerular Inputs
If the dendritic fields of two GCs overlap, only the GC whose
pattern of connectivity better matches the pattern of MC activa-
tion becomes active, suggesting that GCs compete with each
other for inputs from MCs. The nature of the GC competition is
in their second-order inhibitory connectivity. Indeed, because
GCs inhibit MCs, while the latter excite other GCs through the
dendrodendritic synapses, the GCs, in effect, inhibit each other.
This leads to GCs competing for the most complete representa-
tion of the MC inputs. Thus, the GC with the largest overlap with
the glomerular input cancels the excitatory inputs into GCs with
smaller overlap, rendering them inactive (Figure 4B). In Experi-
mental Procedures, we prove that in the stationary state, i.e.,
after all activity patterns have stabilized, the number of coactive
GCs cannot exceed the number of MCs (theorem 2; see ‘‘The
Number of Coactive GCs’’ in Experimental Procedures).
Because the number of GCs substantially exceeds the number
of MCs, this statement implies that only a small fraction of GCs
is coactive. This means that the GC code is also sparse.
Because of pressure to reduce the number of coactive GCs
and their tendency to produce the most accurate representation
(with the largest overlap), GCs form representations of the odor-
ants that are parsimonious, i.e., the most simple and accurate.
However, even the most accurate representations may be
imprecise or incomplete, which is necessary for the observation
of substantial MC responses (Figure 2C). In the case of many
GCs, the conditions for incompleteness can be examined quan-
titatively with the use of the approach based on the Lyapunov
function, which is described in the next section.Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 127
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Figure 5. GC Individual Cost Function C(a)
(A) The input-output relationship is shown (u and a are the GC’s input current
and the resulting firing rate).
(B) The cost function prohibits negative firing rates. For positive firing rates, the
cost function is approximately linear and proportional to the firing threshold q.
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Dendrodendritic Synapses Can Optimize
Representation in Terms of Accuracy and Simplicity
In Experimental Procedures, we show that the dynamics of
bulbar network can be viewed as a gradient descent (minimiza-
tion) of the cost function called the Lyapunov function. Minimiza-
tion of the Lyapunov function describes optimization of GC
representations in terms of both their accuracy and their
simplicity. The Lyapunov function is a standard construct in
neural network theory that has been extensively used to study
the properties of complex networks (Hertz et al., 1991). The
dynamics of neural responses can be viewed as a descent on
the landscape describedby the Lyapunov function. As a corollary
of this property, the neural activities’ steady states can be ob-
tained as minima of this function. The Lyapunov function,
however, does not represent any form of metabolic cost or
chemical binding energy. While minimization of this function
may sometimes lead to sparse neural codes (Rozell et al.,
2008), which often obey the principle of energy minimization (Ol-
shausen and Field, 2004), the Lyapunov function itself cannot be
related to any physical form of energy. Instead, the only definition
of the Lyapunov function is that it is minimized by the dynamics
of the neural network. By studying the Lyapunov function, it is
possible to understand both the steady-state responses of
MCs and GCs to odorants and the transitional nonstationary
regime.
In our model, the inputs and outputs of MCs are defined by
variables xm and ym, wherem is the MC index that runs between
1 andM, the total number of MCs. The activities of GCs are rep-
resented by ai, where index i is restricted between 1 and N, the
total number of GCs. The synaptic weights for dendrodendritic
synapses are Wmi and ~Wim for GC-to-MC and MC-to-GC
connectivity, respectively. This network can be described by
the Lyapunov function if the two weights describing the same
dendrodendritic synapse are proportional to each other:
Wmi = ε ~Wim (Equation 1)
This condition means that for different dendrodendritic
synapses within the same olfactory bulb, the ratio of two oppo-
site synaptic strengths is the same and equal to ε. Equation 1
is sufficient but not necessary for the existence of the Lyapunov
function. A more general condition is described in Experimental
Procedures.
The Lyapunov function for the MC-GC network has the
following form:128 Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.L= 1
XM  
xm 
X
Wmiai
!2
+
XN
CðaiÞ: (Equation 2)
2ε
m=1 i i = 1
The first term in the cost function contains the sum of the
squared differences between the excitatory inputs to the MCs
from receptor neurons xm and the inhibitory inputs from the
GCs. The inhibitory inputs are proportional to the activity of
GCs ai weighted by the synaptic matrix Wmi. The first term
therefore reflects the balance between excitation and inhibition
on the inputs to MCs. Minimization of this term leads to the
establishment of an exact balance between excitation from
receptors xm and inhibition from GCs
P
i Wmiai.
The first term in the Lyapunov function also describes the error
in the representation of the odorant-related inputs by the GCs.
Indeed, the inhibitory inputs returned to the MCs by the GC,
~xm =
P
i Wmiai, contain GC representations of the inputs that
MCs receive from receptor neurons xm. The first term in the
Lyapunov function is proportional to the sum of the squared
differences between actual glomerular inputs, xm, and the GC
approximation of these inputs, ~xm. Minimization of this difference
leads to themost accurate approximation of the receptor neuron
activity by the GCs (i.e., to ~xm approaching xm).
The second term of the Lyapunov function represents a cost
imposed on the GC firing; i.e., the simplicity or parsimony
constraint. The cost is imposed individually on each neuron
and is independent of network connectivity, as follows from
the form of Equation 2. The individual cost C(a) is dependent
on the GC input-output relationship (Figure 5) and is defined by
Equation 9 in Experimental Procedures. Here, we mention two
important features of this cost. First, the cost function becomes
infinitely large for negative values of firing rates, thus prohibiting
the firing rate to fall below zero (Figure 5B). Second, for the
positive levels of activity, the cost raises approximately linearly
(Figure 5B). This behavior can be traced to the membrane leak
current, which, in the absence of other factors, forces the firing
rates of neurons to zero. Thus, minimization of the second
term in the Lyapunov function leads to minimization of the
activity of GCs and can be viewed as the implementation of
the simplicity constraint. The GC representation of the odorants,
as described by the Lyapunov function, is subject to two conflict-
ing constraints: those of accuracy (first term) and those of
simplicity (second term).GCs Represent MC Inputs as a Linear Sum
of Dendrodendritic Weights by Balancing
Excitation and Inhibition for the MCs
The set of numbers MC glomelular inputs xm can be combined
into an M-dimensional column-vector x
/
. The error r
/
in the
GC representation is given by
r
/
= x
/
X
i
W
/
iai: (Equation 3)
Here, W
/
i is the vector containing the synaptic weights of a
GC number i onto all of the MCs. Minimization of the Lyapunov
function means minimization of the length of vector r
/
with the
constraints. Therefore, the olfactory bulb, through the dynamics
A B
Figure 6. Nonnegativity of the GC Firing Rates Leads to Incomplete
Odorant Representations
The olfactory bulb includes three MCs (3D input space) and eight GCs. The
inputs into MCs from receptor neurons are represented by the black arrows.
The synaptic weights from eight GCs to theMCs are shown by the blue arrows.
(A) If inputs lie within the cone restricted by the weight vectors, the input vector
can be represented as an exact superposition (linear sum) of the weight
vectors with positive coefficients. The GC representation of MC inputs is
exact, and the MCs are expected to respond weakly due to an exact balance
between inhibition and excitation.
(B) If the input vector is outside the cone of the GC weights, the GCs cannot
represent the inputs exactly. This is because the GC firing rates (coefficients of
expansion) cannot be negative. The best approximation of the inputs ~x
/
is the
nearest vector to the input vector x
/
on the surface of the cone. ~x
/
is formed by
two GCs (red). Because x
/
is different from ~x
/
, the GC code is incomplete. MC
response is r
/
= x
/ ~x
/
.
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/
as a superposition (linear
sum) of weight-vectors:
x
/
z
X
i
W
/
iai: (Equation 4)
The activities of GCs ai represent the coefficients with which
each weight vector contributes to the representation. If the
representation is perfect, MCs receive no odorant-related
inputs; i.e., inhibition and excitation for each MC are perfectly
balanced.
MCs Transmit to the Olfactory Cortex the Error of
Representation by the GCs of the Odorant-Related
Sensory Neuron Activation
The odorant-dependent MC response is the difference between
excitatory inputs xm received by an MC number m and the inhi-
bition fromGCs; i.e., xm 
P
i Wmiai. The same difference defines
the error in the representation of MCs’ glomerular inputs by the
GCs given by Equation 3. Thus, theMCs transmit to the olfactory
cortex the error of representation of the olfactory inputs by the
GCs. The dynamics of the bulbar network, by minimizing the
error of representation, minimizes the odorant-dependent
responses of MCs. In our model, MC odor responses, defined
as the deviation from the baseline firing rate, can be both nega-
tive and positive. Negative errors occur when, for example, a MC
does not receive any input from receptor neurons but is inhibited
by a GC (Figure 7A, blue triangle). The total firing rate of eachMC
is therefore equal to ym = ym + rm, where ym is the spontaneous
firing rate, while rm is the error of GC representation defined by
Equation 3, which is also the response of the MC to odorant.To satisfy Equation 4, vector x
/
should be represented as a
sum of N basis vectors W
/
i with coefficients ai. The latter are
unknown coefficients, which correspond to the activity of GCs.
The number of unknowns is therefore equal to the number of
GCs. The number of conditions that the unknowns have to satisfy
is equal to the number of MCs for which the balance between
excitation and inhibition is sought. Because there are more
unknowns (GCs) than constraints (MCs), the problem specified
by Equation 4 has many solutions; i.e., it is overcomplete. This
means that several combinations of firing patterns of GCs are
consistent with any given set of glomerular inputs x
/
. This also
means that, in the absence of constraints, GCs can accurately
represent any MC input. Thus, constraints imposed by the
second term in the Lyapunov function lead to inaccurate repre-
sentations of the glomerular inputs by the GCs and, conse-
quently, nonvanishing responses of the MCs to odorants.
Constraints on GC Firing Rates Lead to Incomplete GC
Representations and Detectable Responses of the MCs
If GCs represent the excitatory inputs of the MCs exactly, then
MCs are unresponsive as a result of the exact balance between
excitation and inhibition. Therefore, GCs must fail to represent
glomerular inputs; i.e., the GC code must be incomplete.
Among several reasons for the incompleteness of the GC
code, the nonnegativity of the GC firing rates is the most
straightforward. Indeed, any M-dimensional vector (MC
receptor input) can be accurately represented as a linear sum
of M independent vectors (GC-to-MC synaptic weights) if the
coefficients in this representation (GC firing rates) are allowed
to be both positive and negative. This is certainly true if more
than M basis vectors are available (i.e., N >> M). However,
because the GC firing rates cannot be negative, the representa-
tion cannot be always performed accurately, which leads to
substantial MC responses.
The impact of nonnegative GC firing rates is illustrated for the
olfactory bulb network with three MCs and eight GCs (Figure 6).
A particular odorant input is shown as a vector x
/
in three-
dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds to the
receptor input to one of the MCs. Each GC is shown by the
blue basis vector (Figure 6A). The number of basis vectors is
given by the number of GCs; e.g., eight in this example. The
components of each basis vector determine the strength of
the inhibitory dendrodendritic synapse from a given GC to all
of the MCs. The olfactory bulb is therefore expected to repre-
sent the input vector x
/
as a superposition of eight synaptic
weight vectors W
/
i ði = 1::8Þ. The input vectors within the convex
cone enveloping the weight vectors can be obtained from
the weight vectors by mixing them with positive coefficients
(GC firing rates). The input vectors outside the cone cannot
be represented by the GC with positive coefficients. When
the input vector x
/
is outside of this cone (Figure 6B), the
network attempts to minimize the error of representation by
finding the nearest vector within the boundaries of the cone
~x
/
. This nearest vector forms the imperfect representation of
the odorant by the GC. The difference between GC representa-
tion and real vector of inputs x
/ ~x
/
is the error of the represen-
tation; i.e., MC odorant response r
/
that is transmitted to the
olfactory cortex.Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 129
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Figure 7. The Transient Responses of MCs
(A) Four classes of MCs can be identified depending on their relationship to the
GCconnectivity and glomerular inputs. These classes include cells that receive
glomerular inputs but are not inhibited by the GC set corresponding to given
odorant (I), cells in which excitation is balanced by inhibition almost precisely
(II), cells that receive inhibitory inputs only (III), and cells that receive no inputs
(IV). Because responses of MCs are defined with respect to their spontaneous
activity, they can be negative, as indicated by the color of the type III cell.
(B) Firing rates (FR) of cells in four classes as a function of time after a sharp
odorant onset (gray region). Type II cells exhibit sharp activity transients that
decay to undetectable levels as a function of time.
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of MCs
In the case of incomplete representations (Figure 6B), the GCs
encode a point ~x
/
on the boundary of the enveloping cone. Not
all GCs are simultaneously active. Indeed, in Figure 6B, only
two GCs on the boundary (red weight vectors) are active, while
the others contribute to the representation with zero coefficients
(firing rates). The number of coactive GCs is one less than the
dimensionality of the input space determined by the number of
the MCs M. Thus, in Figure 6B, two GCs are contributing to the
representation. In Experimental Procedures, we prove that the
number of coactive GCs in the model described is less than
the number of MCs. Because the number of GCs in the olfactory
bulb is substantially larger than the number of MCs, only a small
fraction of the GCs is coactive. Therefore, our model predicts
sparse responses of GCs.
Incomplete GCRepresentations Are Typical for Random
Network Weights
For a large number of MCs and a random set of network weights,
the representations of odorants by GCs are typically incomplete
(see Supplemental Information available online). Hence, for a
large network, the region inside of the cone of completeness
(see Figure 6) is expected to shrink. This implies that it becomes
almost impossible to expand a random input vector to the basis130 Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.containing vectors with positive components by using only
nonnegative coefficients. In the Supplemental Information, we
show that the number of coactive GCs for random binary inputs
with M MCs is  ﬃﬃﬃﬃMp . Because an exact representation of the
M-dimensional random input requires M vectors, this result
implies that the representation of odorants by GCs is typically
imprecise. The GC code is therefore incomplete. We also show
that for sparse GC-to-MC connectivity, when onlyK<<Mweights
are nonzero, the number of coactive GCs is somewhat larger,
 M= ﬃﬃﬃﬃKp . This number is smaller than what is required for
a complete GC code; i.e., M. Therefore, GCs cannot represent
MC inputs precisely in the case of random connectivity, which
implies ubiquity of incomplete representations.
Combinatorial versus Temporal Sparseness
So far, we have discussed the responses of MCs and GCs in the
stationary state established after odorant onset. We found that
the responses of MCs may be spatially or combinatorially sparse
in the steady state. This means that a small fraction of MCs
carries sustained responses to odorants. Here, we address the
responses during the transitional period immediately following
the odorant onset. Within this model, many MCs should display
sharpactivity transients that are followedbyexponentially decay-
ing responses. The responses of most of the MCs are temporally
sparse. Thismeans that theMCsdisplay vigorous responsesonly
within a small fraction of time during odor presentation.
The Model Predicts Vigorous Transient Responses
of MCs during the Transitional Regime
Because GC inhibition arrives at MCs with a delay, the spatially
sparse MC responses are not expected to form immediately after
odorant onset. During a brief initial period, the receptor neuron
inputs affect MC responses directly, without strong inhibition
from the GC. This observation leads to two conclusions. First,
the initial responses of MCs during odor presentation are not
sparse. Until inhibition from the GC arrives, MC responses reflect
the pattern of receptor neuron inputs directly and are less sparse
and more vigorous, as in the anesthetized state. Second, due to
the small time constant of inhibition, the initial vigorous responses
are suppressed quickly by the GC. As a result, for someMCs, the
odorant responses display transients synchronized with the
odorant onset (Figure 7B, Type II cells).Within thismodel, the tran-
sients have an exponential shape with the time constant t = t0=K,
where K is the number of synapses per GC and t0 is the time
constant related to the synaptic delay (t0 = td=g
0W ~W, where td
is the synaptic delay; see Supplemental Information for a full
description of the transient regime).When the number of synapses
K is large, the shape of transients becomes very sharp and is
controlled mostly by the precision of odorant delivery to the
receptorneurons.Ourmodel thereforepredicts temporarily sparse
responses for most MCs. To be observed, the sharp transient
responses have to be aligned precisely with the odorant onset.
DISCUSSION
Sparse Overcomplete Representations
Sparseness in neural networks emerges in the theory of sparse
overcomplete representations (Olshausen and Field, 1996;
AB
Figure 8. Possible Functional Significance of Dendrodendritic
Synapses
(A) Networks of inhibitory neurons implementing sparse overcomplete repre-
sentations decompose the input pattern into the linear sum of dictionary
elements (Rozell et al., 2008). The response of each cell in the recurrent layer
indicates whether the given dictionary element is present in the input. The
feedforward excitatory weights of a recurrent layer neuron number k contain
the dictionary element represented by this neuron dkm. The recurrent inhibitory
weights are proportional to the overlap between dictionary elements, making
similar input patterns competemore strongly. The biological implementation of
this constraint is unclear.
(B) In networks with dendrodendritic synapses, the connectivity between GCs
is inhibitory. Because every two GCs are two synapses away from each other,
the strength of pairwise inhibition contains an overlap between dendroden-
dritic weights, thus automatically satisfying the constraint on the recurrent
inhibitory weights shown in (A).
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these models, a sensory input can be decomposed into a linear
sum of primitives called dictionary elements. The decomposition
is sought in the form of a set of coefficients with which different
dictionary elements contribute to the input. These coefficients
represent the responses of neurons in a high-level sensory
area, such as the visual cortex, that indicate whether a given
feature is present in the stimulus. Because the number of
dictionary elements available is usually quite large, several
decompositions are consistent with the given input. That iswhy this representation is called overcomplete. To make repre-
sentation unambiguous, some form of the parsimony principle
is added to the model in the form of a cost function on the coef-
ficients/responses. The solution that yields the minimum of the
cost function is assumed to be chosen by the nervous system.
The decomposition is found to be dependent on the cost func-
tion. The general form of a cost function is a sum of firing rates
in power a: La =
P
i jaija. For L2, the simple sum of squares of
the coefficients, all neurons generally respond to any stimulus,
and, therefore, the code is not sparse. For L1, when the cost
is equal to the sum of absolute values of the responses, the
solution is found to be sparse, which means that most coeffi-
cients/responses are exactly zero. Thus, the L1 norm is called
sparse, and the corresponding neural representation is sparse
overcomplete.
It was shown that the recurrent network of inhibitory neurons
can implement sparse overcomplete representations (Rozell
et al., 2008). To show this, the network dynamics are represented
as aminimization of a cost function called the Lyapunov function,
similarly to the representation of Hopfield networks (Hertz et al.,
1991; Hopfield, 1982). Hopfield networks have attractor states
that contain memory of activation patterns. In contrast to Hop-
field networks, in purely inhibitory networks, the recurrent
weights enter the Lyapunov function with a minus sign, which
abolishes the attractor memory states and makes the network
purely sensory (Rozell et al., 2008). Minimization of Lyapunov
function in realistic recurrent networks with inhibition was
suggested as a means to implement the parsimony constraint
(L1) mentioned above.
To implement sparse overcomplete representations with
realistic networks of neurons, two requirements have to be met
(Rozell et al., 2008). First, the feedforward weights between the
input layer of the network and the inhibitory neurons have to
contain the dictionary elements (Figure 8A). This ensures that
inhibitory neurons representing a particular dictionary element
will be driven strongly when it is present in the input, due to a
high overlap between the stimulus and the feedforward weights.
Second, the recurrent inhibitory weight between any pair of
neurons has to be proportional to the overlap between their
dictionary elements (Figure 8A). This feature implies that similarly
tuned inhibitory neurons compete more strongly. Therefore, the
two types of network weights, feedforward and recurrent, have
to closely match each other, one of them constructed as the
overlap of the other. Here, we suggest that the olfactory bulb
network architecture based on dendrodendritic synapses can
ensure that the feedforward and recurrent connectivity are
closely matched. In the architecture based on dendrodendritic
synapses, both the feedforward weights received by the GCs
and their recurrent connections are dependent on the same
set of synapses. Similar architectures have been proposed for
analysis-synthesis networks (Mumford, 1994; Olshausen and
Field, 1997).
Dendrodendritic Synapses Facilitate
the Representation of Odorants by the GCs
The GCs of the olfactory bulb receive excitatory inputs from
the MCs through dendrodendritic synapses (Shepherd et al.,
2004). These synapses encode patterns that can strongly driveNeuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 131
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itory (GC-to-MC and MC-to-GC synapses are inhibitory and
excitatory, respectively). To calculate the strength of mutual
inhibition, one has to calculate the sum over intermediate
synapses, which leads to the evaluation of a convolution or over-
lap between GC input weights (Figure 8B). Therefore, GCs inhibit
each other more strongly if their inputs from MCs are more
similar. Thus, both requirements necessary to implement sparse
overcomplete representations are met. This implies that the
function of GCs is to detect specific patterns of activity in the
inputs that MCs receive. The GCs then are capable of building
representation of MC inputs. The parsimony of representation
is ensured by the mutual inhibition between GCs, with more
similar GCs inhibiting each other more strongly. The latter
condition is facilitated by the network architecture based on den-
drodendritic synapses. This observation provides a potential
explanation for the existence of these synapses (Shepherd
et al., 2004).
MCs Respond to Odorants, because the GC Code
Is Incomplete
Two problems emerge if we assume that GCs implement sparse
overcomplete codes. First, GCs are interneurons and, as such,
cannot directly transmit their representation to the downstream
network. The significance of these representations becomes
unclear. Second, if GCs indeed establish an absolutely accurate
representation of their inputs, the MCs will respond to odorants
very weakly. This is because GCs can eliminate these responses
from the MCs’ firing by balancing receptor neuron inputs with
inhibition. These considerations suggest that the representa-
tions by the GCs are incomplete; i.e., that GCs cannot find accu-
rate representations of their inputs, for example, because this
would require their firing rates to become negative. If GCs’ codes
are incomplete, the MCs transmit only the unfinished portion of
the representation to the downstream olfactory networks. As a
consequence, the MCs’ odorant representations become
sparse. The redundancies in the MC codes are reduced, and
the overlaps in representations of similar odorants are erased,
yielding more distinguishable responses to similar odorants.
Several factors may contribute to the incompleteness of GC
representations. Here, we analyzed the nonnegativity of the
GC firing rates as one possibility. In addition, we argue in Exper-
imental Procedures that the high threshold for GC activation can
hinder accurate representation of odorants by these cells and
suggest that the increase in GC activation threshold may
contribute to less-sparse responses of MCs in the anesthetized
state. In addition, if the ensemble of GCs available is small, the
set of combinations represented by themmay be limited, leading
to incomplete representations. Finally, inhibitory inputs to MCs
cannot be represented exactly by GCs without invoking a more
complex networkmechanism. Such inputsmay arise from inhibi-
tion of the receptor neurons by some odorants (Ukhanov et al.,
2010) or inhibition in the glomerular layer network (Aungst
et al., 2003).
The Lyapunov Function
Lyapunov functions are standard tools in neural network theory
(Hertz et al., 1991). Seung et al., 1998 have shown that the132 Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.network containing two populations of neurons, inhibitory and
excitatory, can be described by the Lyapunov function. This
model can be related to the system of MCs and GCs. Here, we
eliminate the dynamics of MCs from consideration and reduce
the description to GCs only. By doing so, we show that GC could
be used to extract features from MC inputs. Analysis-synthesis
networks have architectures similar to our model (Mumford,
1994; Olshausen and Field, 1997). We propose that the network
based on dendrodendritic synapses provides a mechanism for
balancing feedforward and feedback weights that can be easily
implemented biologically. Lee and Seung, 1997 studied the
nonlinear network mechanism to implement sensory network
with nonnegativity constraints; i.e., conic networks. Although
their nonlinear network mechanism is somewhat different from
the one used here, the set of encoding/error neurons described
in Lee and Seung can be viewed as analogs of GCs/MCs,
respectively, in our model. In our study, we propose a mapping
of the conic networks onto the olfactory bulb network and study
the implications of this mapping for the olfactory code.
Several Recent Studies Suggest a Complex Role
for GCs in Olfactory Discrimination
First, Arevian et al., 2008 showed that inhibition between MCs is
gated by postsynaptic activity so that a minimum threshold is
required before lateral inhibition is engaged. The inhibition
between MCs is nonlinear, which can facilitate discrimination
of correlated patterns. This behavior is fully compatible with
our model, in which the active GCs are selected from the large
population on the basis of competitive interactions. In compar-
ison to Arevian et al., 2008, we suggest that behavior of the
bulbar network cannot be viewed as pairwise nonlinear interac-
tion between MCs, and the description on the basis of GCs
approximates the network nonlinearities with better accuracy.
Fantana et al., 2008 show that MCs do not have a center-
surround inhibitory receptive field. Instead, theMCs are inhibited
by a small number of spatially dispersed glomeruli. Here, we
suggest that the identities of the interacting MCsmay be odorant
or state dependent. We thus propose that the description of
bulbar interactions as lateral inhibition is not fully adequate and
that a model in which the network weights vary with odorants
may fit the data more accurately. Our model predicts that in
awake animals, effective bulbar connectivity may be less sparse.
The role of bulbar inhibition in the discrimination of similar stimuli
was recently studied by Abrahamet al., 2010. Remarkably, it was
shown that enhancement of GC inhibition affected complex
but not simple discrimination tasks. Here, we propose that
GCs remove overlaps in glomerular representation of similar
odorants (Figure 3), leading to their larger impact on complex
discriminations, which is in agreement with Abraham et al., 2010.
Several theoretical studies have proposed that GCs imple-
ment orthogonalization of stimuli on the level of the olfactory
bulb (Cecchi et al., 2001). Recently, Wick et al., 2010 showed
that GCs can orthogonalize the responses of MCs. Their study
reduces the dynamics of the olfactory bulb network to the pair-
wise interactions between MCs by eliminating GCs. Here, we
propose that GCs cannot be eliminated, because they build
representations of MC inputs. This implies that GCs represent
MC inputs in the inhibitory current returned to the MCs. As a
Neuron
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The responses of GCs in our model are highly nonlinear, with
most of them remaining silent. Because MCs play the role of
error neurons, their sustained responses are sparse, which is a
form of orthogonalization that is alternative to Wick et al., 2010.
Overlap reduction in the olfactory bulb network was previously
proposed theoretically on the basis of a periglomerular network
implementing surround inhibition (Linster and Hasselmo, 1997).
This hypothesis was supported by enhanced generalization
between chemically similar odorants by rats with strengthened
periglomerular inhibition (Linster et al., 2001). We suggest a
mechanism for redundancy reduction by GC inhibition that is
organized functionally rather than spatially in a task-dependent
manner. This proposal is consistent with nonlocal interglomeru-
lar connectivity (Fantana et al., 2008).
Feedback from Higher Brain Areas and State
Dependence of the Olfactory Code
The sparseness of the MC responses depends on the nonline-
arity of the GCs and, specifically, on the GC activation threshold
q. In this study, we assumed that all GCs have similar activation
thresholds that are small enough for GCs to be easily activated
by low levels of activity in MCs. If the thresholds for activation
of individual GCs are different, it is possible to envision a mecha-
nism by which the olfactory code carried by both MCs and GCs
can be controlled to adapt to a particular task. Thus, if the
threshold for activation is raised for a subset of GCs, these cells
will be no longer active; therefore, their activity will not be ex-
tracted from the firing of MCs. If, for example, the threshold for
all of the GCs is increased, thus making them unresponsive,
then the olfactory code carried by theMCs replicates their inputs
from receptor neurons. If the activation threshold is lowered for
a subset of GCs, these cells will efficiently extract their activity
from the MCs’ responses. Thus, a particular redundancy among
similar odorants can be excluded in a task-dependent manner.
Therefore, the thresholds for GC activation may regulate both
an overall sparseness of MC responses and the fine structure
of the bulbar olfactory code.
GC excitability depends on cellular properties but can also be
effectively modulated by additional input into these cells. The
GCs in the mammalian olfactory bulb are recipients of the
efferent projections from the cortex and other brain areas (Davis
and Macrides, 1981; Luskin and Price, 1983). These signals to
GCs can change their effective threshold values. If a GC receives
excitatory inputs from the cortex, then the MC signal is closer to
the threshold value, and the GC is more readily excited by the
odorant-related inputs. These mechanisms can dynamically
control the sparseness and information content of the MC signal
by regulating the input to the GCs from the cortex.
Implicit experimental evidence for the presence of such regu-
lation already exists. In the anesthetized state, when the efferent
signal coming to the bulb from the cortex is minimal, the MCs
respond strongly to the odor stimulation. In the awake state,
when the cortex is active, the MC code becomes sparser
(Adrian, 1950; Kay and Laurent, 1999; Rinberg et al., 2006).
Cutting the lateral olfactory tract and eliminating feedback from
the brain in an awake rabbit led to MC responses that were
similar to those in an anesthetized rabbit (Moulton, 1963). There-fore, centrifugal projection may indeed regulate the sparseness
of the olfactory code.
Some evidence also points toward the possibility of finer net-
work tuning by specific activation or deactivation of subsets of
GCs to enhance extraction of relevant information. First, Douc-
ette and Restrepo, 2008 demonstrated that the MC responses
to odorants change as animals learn the task. Second, Fuentes
et al., 2008 showed that the number of respondingMCs depends
on the task. When a rat is involved in an odor discrimination task,
the average number of MC excitatory responses is less than that
in the rat passively smelling an odor. The assumption is that
when an animal discriminates odorants, it may be advantageous
to suppress redundant MC responses and enhance those that
carry the most behaviorally relevant information. Our model
proposes the network mechanism for this phenomenon.
Our Model Predicts Sharp Transient Responses of MCs
If the signal first appears in the inputs toMCs, it causes an eleva-
tion of the MC firing rates, which, in turn, causes activation of
GCs and suppression of MCs by feedback inhibition. The
sensory inputs of the MCs are therefore represented initially by
transients of activity followed by decay to the steady state as
described in this study (Figure 7B). This observation raises
several questions. First, what information about the stimulus is
sent to the cortex by transients and the consequent steady state
responses? Second, what are the experimental conditions for
the observations of such bursts?
While the roles of different modes of information transmission
are unclear, we can make some predictions about the second
question. The MC activity transients are short and stand on top
of high levels of spontaneous activity. In order to observe such
transients reliably, one needs to synchronize spike trains with
stimulus delivery. In mammals, stimulus delivery is controlled
by sniffing. In previous studies (Doucette and Restrepo, 2008;
Fuentes et al., 2008; Kay and Laurent, 1999; Rinberg et al.,
2006), the authors synchronized their recordings with stimulus
onset but not with sniffing/breathing. This approach may lead
to smearing of the short bursts and emphasize the steady state
responses of the network. In such a regime, the odor responses
should be combinatorially sparse as predicted by the model.
New evidence by Shusterman et al., 2011 and Cury and Uchida,
2010 suggests the presence of fast bursts of MC activity
synchronized with sniffing, which is reminiscent of the transient
responses proposed here.
While our model predicts temporarily precise, strong, and brief
MC response to odors, more complex temporal responses
observed in Shusterman et al., 2011 and Cury and Uchida,
2010 are beyond accurate description by our model, mainly
due to oversimplified temporal profile of the stimulus. In a
more realistic situation, the sniff dynamics controls the raise of
the odorant concentration at the epithelium, and different recep-
tors are activated at different phases of the sniffing cycle.
Inhibitory Neurons in Other Systems
The mechanism suggested here could be implemented in other
parts of the nervous system and in other species. Thus, the inhib-
itory interneurons of the insect antennal lobe (Assisi et al., 2011)
could form representations of odorant-dependent inputs ofNeuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 133
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also be implemented on the basis of axon-dendrite synapses if
the symmetry in the synaptic strength between excitatory and
inhibitory neurons (Equation 1) is approximately satisfied. This
model could therefore be implemented by cortical networks.Conclusions
We theoretically address the experimental evidence of spatially
sparse odor codes carried by MCs in awake rodents. We
propose a novel role for the GCs of the olfactory bulb in which
they collectively build an incomplete representation of the
odorants in the inhibitory currents returned to the MCs. These
inhibitory currents lead to the balance between excitation and
inhibition and suppression of responses for most of the MCs.
Because the representation formed by GCs is incomplete, a
small number of MCs can carry information to the cortex, leading
to the sparse olfactory codes. Our model predicts sharp tran-
sient responses in a large population of MCs. This function is
facilitated by the network architecture that includes bidirectional
dendrodendritic MC-to-GC synapses.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Derivation of the Lyapunov Function
Our model is based on the following equations describing the responses of
MCs and GCs, rm and ai:
rm = xm 
XN
i = 1
Wmiai ; (Equation 5)
_ui =  ui +
XM
m= 1
~Wimrm; (Equation 6)
and
ai =gðuiÞ; (Equation 7)
where ui is the membrane voltage of the GC and rm = ym  ym. Here, ym and ym
are instantaneous, and average activity of the MC number m, _u=du=dt. We
assume therefore that the dynamics of MC responses is fast enough to reflect
the values of inputs instantly.
The description in terms of differential Equations 5–7 is equivalent to the
minimization of the Lyapunov function:
Lða/Þ= 1
2ε
XM
m=1
 
xm 
X
i
Wmiai
!2
+
XN
i = 1
CðaiÞ; (Equation 8)
where C(a) the cost function is defined as
CðaÞ=
Za
0
g1ða0Þda0: (Equation 9)
The temporal behavior of the system can be viewed as a form of gradient
descent; i.e., _ui =  vL=vai . The time derivative of the Lyapunov function L
is always negative:
_L=
X
i
vL
vai
_ai =
X
i
 _ui _ai = X
i

g1ðaiÞ
0
_ai
2
%0: (Equation 10)
The last inequality holds if g(u) is a monotonically increasing function.
Therefore, the Lyapunov function always decreases if the system behaves
according to Equations 5–7. Since the function is limited from below, the
stable states of the system are described by the local minima of the Lyapunov
function.134 Neuron 72, 124–136, October 6, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.The cost function for the threshold-linear neuronal activation function
g(u) = [u – q]+ shown in Figure 5A can be approximated by a linear function
when the firing rates of the GC are not too large:
CðaÞzqa; aR0: (Equation 11)
For negative values of firing rates a, the cost function is infinitely big, reflect-
ing the fact that negative firing rates are not available.
The Importance of Condition Wmi = ε ~Wim
For our model to have a Lyapunov function, a more general condition than
Wmi = ε ~Wim may hold. Indeed, the sufficient condition for the existence of the
Lyapunov function is that the network weight matrix Gik =
P
i
~WimWmk is
symmetrical (Hertz et al., 1991). This is true if, for example, Wmi = ~WinEnm,
where Enm is an arbitrary symmetrical M-by-M matrix. Thus, condition
Wmi = ε ~Wim is sufficient but not necessary for the network to have a Lyapunov
function. However, we argue that this condition is necessary for the system to
be described by the Lyapunov function in the form of Equation 2.
The Number of Coactive GCs
We will distinguish two types of Lyapunov functions. First, we consider the
homogeneous case, when the Lyapunov function has the following form:
L0ða
/Þ= 1
2ε
XM
m= 1
 
xm 
X
i
Wmiai
!2
: (Equation 12)
The homogeneous case corresponds to a vanishingly small threshold for the
activation of the GCs. In this case, we still constrain the firing rates to be
nonnegative. The inhomogeneous Lyapunov function is
Lða/Þ=L0ða
/Þ+
X
i
qiai; (Equation 13)
with the same constraint aiR0. We prove here the two theorems that limit
the number of coactive GCs (i.e., the ones for which ais0). The response of
MCs is rm = xm 
P
i Wmiai.
Theorem 1: Sparseness of the Homogeneous Solution
Assume that theM-dimensional receptive fields of the GCsW
/
i are the vectors
of the general position; i.e., every subset ofM vectorsW
/
i are linearly indepen-
dent. Then, in the minimum of the homogeneous Lyapunov function (Equa-
tion 12), either rm = 0 for allm (i.e., MCs do not respond, and GC representation
is complete) or fewer than M GCs are active. In the former case (rm = 0), all of
the GCs may be active.
Proof: Assume that M or more GCs are simultaneously active. Let us
vary slightly the activity of only one active GC: Dak = ε. The corresponding
variation in the Lyapunov function is DL0 = ð r
/
,W
/
kÞε+Oðε2Þ. Because we
are considering the minimum of the Lyapunov function, all of the scalar prod-
ucts ð r/,W
/
kÞ must be zero, which is possible only if r
/
= 0 or the number of
vectors W
/
k is less than M.
Theorem 2: Sparseness of the Inhomogeneous Solution
Consider the set of N (M + 1)-dimensional vectors U
/
i = ðW
/
i ; qiÞ. Assume that
these vectors are of the general position; i.e., any subset of M + 1 of these
vectors is linearly independent. For the minimum of the inhomogeneous
Lyapunov function (Equation 13), no more thanM GCs can be simultaneously
active.
Proof: For any active GC, the following equation is valid:
vL
vai
= 
X
m
Wmirm + qi = 0: (Equation 14)
Assume that more thanMGCs are active. Then, we have at leastM + 1 such
equations for M unknowns rm. Such a system in the general case (if M + 1
corresponding vectors U
/
i are independent) is inconsistent and has no
solution. Thus, the number of coactive GCs cannot exceed M.
Note: Consider the case of small but nonzero firing thresholds of GCs q.
In this case, two regimes can be distinguished. If vector x
/
can be expanded
in terms of vectors W
/
i with positive coefficients, the firing rates of M GCs
are generally 1, but the responses of MCs are small (q). This is the regime
of sparse overcomplete representations. If the glomerular input vector x
/
Neuron
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/
i with positive
coefficients (incomplete representation), the responses of cells are essentially
(ignoring contributions q) given by the solution of homogeneous problem
(Equation 12), which explains our attention to this problem. In this case,
according to theorem 1, fewer than M GCs have large firing rates, and only
one has a small firing rate (q).
State Dependence of the MC Code
Here, we suggest that the presence of a large threshold for GC firing (Figure 5A)
can lead to inaccurate representations of odorants, similar to the nonnegativity
of the GC firing rates (Figure 6). This observation allows us to explain the tran-
sition between the awake and anesthetized responses. We use a simplified
model of a bulbar network containing only one GC (Figure 2). This network
has the advantage that an exact solution can be found even when a finite
threshold for firing is present for the activation of the GCs. Consider the input
configuration shown in Figure 2C. Assume for simplicity that all of the nonzero
weights and MC inputs have unit strengths. Then, the Lyapunov function for
the activity of the single GC a is
LðaÞ=K
2
ð1 aÞ2 + qa: (Equation 15)
Here, we have to assume that aR0; K is the number of nonzero weights
for GCs (K = 3 in Figure 2). By minimizing the Lyapunov function, we obtain
a = 1–q / K, for q%K and zero otherwise. The activity of the first MC (Figure 2C,
Figure S1) cannot be affected by the GC, because the GCmakes no synapses
onto this cell. The activities of MCs 2, 3, and 5 are given by
r2;3;5 = 1 a= q
K
(Equation 16)
for q%K. MCs increase their firing rate to activate the GC. The amount of
increase is equal to the threshold for activation of the GC divided by the
number of MCs contributing to the input current; i.e., K. The activity of the
GC is assumed to rise fast above the threshold so that it suppresses all signif-
icant increases of inputs above the value given by Equation 16. The responses
of MCs as functions of the threshold q are shown in Figure S1. For large firing
thresholds q, all MCs that receive receptor inputs respond to the odorant. In
this case, the GC is silent due to the high threshold and, therefore, the MCs
relay the receptor neuron inputs directly. The MC code is not sparse. The
case of large thresholds corresponds to the network in the anesthetized
animal. In the opposite case of low GC firing threshold, the MC firing becomes
sparse. This regime corresponds to the awake animal. According to this
model, the transition from the awake to the anesthetized state is accomplished
by an increase in the thresholds of GC firing, which could be mediated by the
centrifugal cortico-bulbar projections or decrease in the spontaneous activity
of MCs.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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